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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is current trend in market. It allows resources to be leveraged on per-use basis. It
reduces cost and complexity of service providers by means of capital and operational costs. It allows users to
access applications remotely. On behalf of user, this construct directs cloud service provider to handle cost of
servers, software updates, etc. For both, cloud providers and consumers; integrity, availability, confidentiality,
authenticity and privacy are important concerns. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) serves as foundation layer for
many other delivery models. This paper presents detailed study of IaaS and its components. We present how
security at IaaS layer need to be handled carefully as delivery models-Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software
as a Service (SaaS) are built upon IaaS layer. We focus how IaaS security issues-data protection & usage
monitoring, end-to-end logging & reporting, infrastructure hardening and end-to-end encryption need to be
resolved.
I. Keywords – cloud computing; deployment models; service level agreement; utility computing; privacy
INTRODUCTION
What is cloud computing?
Cloud computing resources (hardware and software) use a network (usually distributed as a service on the
Internet). The name schemes come from the general use of the code, such as abstract complex cloud infrastructure.
Cloud computing is the longest service assigned to customer data, software and accounts. Cloud computing has
Internet resources management services for third parties available for hardware and software. Usually forward
software applications and servers access the high-end network computer services.

Fig.1 Structure of cloud computing

How Cloud Computing Works?
The economic portfolio does not perform billions of military tens and the research facilities, application-based
consumer consumers will provide personal information such as computation cloud computing, or highperformance computing power, with the use of application-based consumer per second, data or large power,
computer games storage, attractive
Generally PC technology running servers is a low cost with links to separate data through processing commercial
use requirements for large groups of cloud computing networks. It shared the basic information systems with the
big pool of IT connected. Often, they use virtualization techniques to boost the power of cloud computing.
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Benefits of cloud computing:
Volume product or productivity with fewer people –
1. To achieve the claims. The unit, project or product comes to your costs.
2. Reduce the cost of technology infrastructures. Low advance costs make easy access to your information.
Payment can be (weekly, quarterly or yearly), depending on demand.
3. Cheap staff is universal. You can use people around the world, as long as they have an internet connection.
4. General procedures. More work is needed to be done in less time with fewer people.
5. Cost of Capital. There is no need for hardware or hardware to spend large money on the license fee.
6. Development of Access. You can always use your life anytime easier!
7. Monitor projects more efficient. Stay within the time budget and the full circle.
8. Need less staff training. It is less likely that a cloud should work with minimal technologies on hardware and
software issues to work more.
9. New Software Licenses Below. Stretch and expensive software licenses or no need for program purchase.
10. to improve flexibility. You can change the "financial" problems in the direction without complicated "people"
or bets.
Benefits:
1. Price: used for resources used.
2. Security: Cloud situations are different in other cases for better network security.
3. Display: For instance, you can instantly perform better performance. Cloud Main Hardware Consumers using
total resources.
4. Scalability: Clouds wherever you need to extend the auto.
5. Time zone: uses multiple servers for maximum redundancies. In case of failure of the server, for example, is
automatically created on another server.
6. Control: Access from any location. A server software snapshot and a software library that allows you to
expand in custom cases.
7. Traffic: Additional examples to deal with the spike in traffic so that it can accelerate rapidly.
II.

REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:


System

:

Pentium IV 2.4 GHz.



Hard Disk

:

40 GB.



Floppy Drive

:

1.44 Mb.



Monitor

:

15 VGA Colour.



Mouse

:

Logitech.



Ram

:

512 Mb.

2.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:


Operating system

:

Windows XP/7.



Coding Language

:

JAVA/J2EE



IDE

:

Net Beans 7.4



Database

:

MYSQL

III. INPUT AND OUT PUT
Input design:
The input design is the link between the information systems and the user. And it can be achieved through the
preparation of data and procedures for the development of transactions such as development as a usable for
development and processing moves them to scan your computer or move data to read data from the document, or it
goes through the presence of people to direct the data system directly. To control the overall design errors of the
input, the required inputs, focus on regulation, and avoid delays, and avoid extra steps and maintain a simple
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process. Continuing privacy is designed so that the aperture is secure and ease of use. Design input is considered
as the following scenarios:
What should be given as data input?
How to encrypt data or system?
The conversation guide people engaged in access to inputs.
Input certification and error should be when the preparation steps are going to follow.
Purpose
1. Input Design The process of changing user-based input for a computer based system. This design is important to
show in the right direction for the management of the process to gain the right information to avoid data entry
errors and computerization systems.
2. Get a large amount of data to use an easy data entry screen. The input target is designed to make data entry
easier and error free. Screen design can be used with data that can be addressed with data entry. It also has
standard features provided by the clock.
3. Data entry will do its verification. Data can be entered with the help of screen. And the moment when the corn
is like it will give the user the appropriate messages when at the moment. Therefore, design Target Input inputs is
to make plans so easy to follow up
Output design:
A product quality that complements end-user requirements and provides transparent information. By processing
any system results from the processed system and another system report. Determine what immediate requirements
and how to make a hard copy of what move information from the production design. This user has the most
important information directly from the source. Effective and intelligent manufacturing systems improve the
relationship design and help make decisions.
1. Computer Production Design To maintain a constructive, thoughtful way, and ensure that every element of the
product elements can be used to get the system ready for you to improve the product mode so there are easy and
efficient ways for people to use. In the design computer analysis of what specific needs are needed to meet the
needs.
2. Information to identify to provide.
3. Create any document or report that contains the product or other forms of information systems.
One or the whole system output the following targets and more.
Transfer information from past activities, current status or estimates
The future.
Reference key events, opportunities, issues, or warnings.
Trick suit. Confirmation process
IV. SYSTEM SETTING
The purpose of the test is to find errors. Every conceivable defect is trying to find the test process or poor work
product. It is a process that ensures the functions of the product, programs, exercise, verifying the components and
sub-assemblies and meetings and / or end of a path. Software system requirements and customers meet
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expectations or fail in an unacceptable manner. There are different types of tests. Each test type performs a
specific test situation.
4.1 Test type
Unit tests:
The unit's internal logic function has a test to properly verify the design test cases, and the programmable input
output outputs correctly. Clarity and Internal Code must streamline all sections of health streams. This individual
application software is a test module. This connection is made after the individual unit is completed. Here is a
construction test that relies on intelligence that builds gas. Unit test component level testing is performed by a
specific business process, application, and / or primary system configuration tests. Unit tests and the unique course
of each of the business processes explain the way the explanations in the right document are and the accuracy of
the input and the desired results.
Integration test:
Integration exams identify the component software component to test whether they are actually designed to serve
as a single. Test event driven and more or less of the basic results of screen or parts. Testing of materials
successfully tested unit, as incorporating correct and consistent components shown by individual satisfaction.
Particularly identifying identity can arise from a combination of materials testing problems.
Functional examinations
Commercial and Technical Requirements Tested with documentation like organized demonstrations, and
functional testing jobs that provide user-defined manual.
Functional testing focuses on the following aspects:
Right entry:

You accept some sections of inputs.

Input Invalid input should be rejected by specific categories.
The specific functions of the work should be used
Product:

The application you have identified is to use the problem categories.

Methods / Systems: Implementing systems or communication processes.
Pay attention to the organization and requirements and preparation of major tasks or working test cases. In
addition, design and flow coverage to identify business processes. Data fields and initial procedures, and the
observation processes should continue to be considered. Technical experiments are determined by additional tests
and the current tests are used to determine the actual value.
Test system
The test system covers the full integrated software system requirements. According to familiar results to ensure
this test structure and hope. An example of a system test configuration is an example of the Orientation System
integration test. System test and procedure flow statement, depending on the issue of the same based relationship
and coordination process.
White Test Box
How an internal frame and program language, or a test in which at least know their purpose White Box testing test
program. It's aimed. Those areas are tested to reach the black box level.
Black Box Test
Testing language testing for black box testing and unknowingly testing, construction or range of any internal
work. The characteristics or requirements of the examination, such as the black box, or other types of examination
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documents as documents, documents, and final document, should be written from the source. A test to treat under
the test program as a black box. You can "look" out of it. It provides a test input for output response without
considering program contributions.
7.2 unit testing:
The unit testing is typically located, although coding testing is done as unattended for a joint unit testing that takes
place in two separate stages of life-cycle software code.
Test Strategies and Policies
Manual and functional testing is written in Area Test Reports.
Test targets
• All entries should work properly.
• Pages that need to be activated have gone to identify cookies.
• There should be no delay in response screen message.
Features Tested
• Check the entries in the correct format
• No fake entries should be allowed
• All links should take users to the right page.
Integration test
Due to the integration test program flaws integrate two or more integrated software components on a single
platform that produces interface failure.
Integration of software components without a plug-in or software applications - a step up - guarantee example
integration test components or software application work - error at the company level.
Test results: All test cases successfully pass up specified. No disturbing errors.
Test acceptance
Customer acceptance testing is an important step to any project, and the end user needs significant intervention. It
also ensures that the system meets functional requirements.
Test results: All test cases successfully pass up specified. No disturbing errors..
RESULTS
Snapshot is nothing but every moment of the application while running. It gives the clear elaborated of
application. It will be useful for the new user to understand for the future steps.
SCREEN SHOTS:

Fig4. 1: welcome page
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Fig 4.2: Registration page

Fig 4.3: login page
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Fig 4.5: Information page
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Fig 4.6:out put page

V. FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, we argue that concerns about the confidentiality and integrity of their data and computation are a
major deterrent for enterprises looking to embrace cloud computing. We present the design of a trusted cloud
computing platform (TCCP) that enables IaaS services such as Amazon EC2 to provide a closed box execution
environment. TCCP guarantees confidential execution of guest VMs, and allows users to attest to the IaaS
provider and determine if the service is secure before they launch their VMs. We plan to implement a fully
functional prototype based on our design and evaluate its performance in the near future.
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